Key features:

Nokia 3.4
More phone. More power.

Benefit from a strong performance upgrade with the new Nokia 3.4. Maximise
both your work and entertainment on a 6.39” HD+ punch-hole display giving you
more screen space than before. Make the most out of the signature two-day
battery life1 and get the perfect shot with powerful triple camera AI imaging – take
photos to the next level with Portrait mode, Night mode, and an ultra-wide
camera.
Power in your hands.
Step up your game with the newest Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 460 mobile
platform for up to a 70% performance upgrade2 compared to previous
generations. Do more and charge less with 2-day battery life.
Binge bigger.
Maximise your streaming and work on a 6.39” HD+ punch-hole display that gives
you even more screen space. Entertainment just got bigger.
Superpowered pics.
Get the perfect shot with triple camera AI imaging, Portrait mode, Night mode and
ultra-wide lens.
Design with strong Finnish roots.
Looks good. Feels solid. The 3D nano-textured rear cover sits securely in your hand
and has a stunning finish of vibrant, living colours. Plus, the fully recyclable diecast
metal chassis and almost seamless durable structure give your phone strength and
style.
Ready for what’s next – Android™ 11 and beyond.
Stay on the cutting edge of security and the latest features for years to come with
our Android promise.

Colours:

Fjord

Dusk

Charcoal

Nokia 3.4 sales package includes:
• Nokia 3.4 device
• “Quick Start” guide
• Charger (5V/1A)
• Type-C USB cable
• SIM tray tool
• Jelly case (optional)
• Headset (optional)

Key specifications (SKU3 ROW with NFC):3
Band/CA:

GSM: 850, 900, 1800, 1900
WCDMA: 1, 2, 5, 8
LTE: 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 20, 28, 38, 40, 41 (120MHz)

OS:

Android™ 10 – Android™ 11 ready

CPU:

Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 460

Memory
and storage:

RAM/ROM: 3/32GB,, 3/64GB, 4/64GB4 | MicroSD card slot
supports up to 512GB | Google Drive

Display:

6.39” HD+ punch hole display | Aspect ratio 19.5:9 |
Resolution 720 x 1560 | Brightness 400 nits( typ.), 300
nits (min.), NTSC (typ.) 70%

Camera
and flash:

Main: Dual 13MP+2MP depth+5MP UW, LED flash |
Front: 8MP

Connectivity:

802.11 b/g/n | Bluetooth® 4.2 | GPS/AGPS, GLONASS,
BDS, Galileo | Ambient light sensor | Proximity sensor |
Accelerometer (G-sensor) | Gyroscope

Charging:

5V2A charging compatible

Battery:

4000mAh5, Non-removable

I/O:

Type-C USB (USB 2.0) | 3.5mm audio jack

Dimensions:

160.97 x 75.99 x 8.7mm | Weight 180g

SIM slot:

Dual-SIM nano slots + MicroSD

Other:

Google Assistant button6 | Biometric face unlock | Rear
fingerprint sensor | aptX Adaptive | FM radio | AI camera
imaging | NFC

1 Based on

real life usage test by HMD Global. See more info at www.nokia.com/en_us/phones/nokia-3-4. 2 See more
info at https://www.qualcomm.com/products/snapdragon-460-mobile-platform.
3 All specifications, features and other product information provided are subject to change without notice. 4 Preinstalled system software and apps use a significant part of memory space. 5 Battery has limited recharge cycles and
battery capacity reduces over time. Eventually the battery may need to be replaced. 6 The Google Assistant is not
available in certain languages and countries. Where not available the Google Assistant is replaced by Google Search.
Check availability at https://support.google.com/assistant.
HMD Global Oy is the exclusive licensee of the Nokia brand for phones & tablets. Nokia is a registered trademark of
Nokia Corporation. Qualcomm and Snapdragon are trademarks of Qualcomm Incorporated, registered in the United
States and other countries. Android, Google and other related marks and logos are trademarks of Google LLC.
Variations on offering may apply. Check local availability.

